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For years historical and architectural review boards have help to safeguard our National
Register of Historic Places as well as local historic districts. Their role in this protection and
preservation has been vital. Without this service history would be much less tangible and would certainly
change as we distance ourselves further and further from it. However,
a great number of challenges within the wood industry have put
many historians and preservation commissions in a tough spot. Most
review boards have found comfort in using the phrase “Like-in-Kind”.
This would designate that any product selected for use in replacing
or restoring a project should be as similar as possible as what was
originally used.
Today, in many cases, this is simply not possible. In the early 1800’s pine, fir and mahogany trees were
harvested once they reached hundreds of years in age. The average pine in the early 1800’s was at least
50 years old before mills would consider harvesting. Fast forward to 2022
and we find that most mills are thinning pine farms at 15 years and clear
cutting at 20 years. This has had a devastating effect on the density of the
wood products harvested from these premature forests.
Issues with Wood

Paired with the lack of density, chemicals that stop fungal decay or insect
infestation have been outlawed due to the negative effects on humans, pets,
and the environment. A study by LSU on varying types of treating chemicals Photo credit Zach Dettmore of Dettmore Homes
and wood produced interesting findings; the only treating method that adds enough parts per million to
stop fungal decay is creosote. As creosote cannot be used in areas of human interface, LSU suggests keeping
wood away from water and away from UV rays because the combination of moisture and UV stimulates
fungal decay. We know this to be impossible for many exterior living space applications and we have
designed Aeratis as the absolute best alternative to wood.
Cost to Owners
When choosing materials to replace a project, especially a historic project,
the first and foremost consideration should be preservation of appearance.
Second is the ongoing cost and third, the effects of substandard materials
being used. The Vieux Carré Commission (VCC) protects, preserves, and
maintains the distinct architectural, historic character, and zoning integrity of
the Vieux Carré. Within the bounds of the VCC in New Orleans French Quarter,
many property owners cherish their balconies.
While these areas draw tourists from all over the world they are also amazing places for friends and families
to gather. Property owners spend between $5 and $14 dollars per square foot on annual maintenance for
their balconies. Within the historic district the VCC required all balconies to be replaced “like in kind” with

wood for years. Then, in December of 2014, one of the largest property
owners replaced a balcony in preparation for Mardi Gras. After spending
nearly $20,000 on labor and materials the porch failed completely by
February of 2015. The porch boards had buckled so severely that the
balcony doors could not be even be opened, preventing the homeowner
and guests from using the porch to view the
parade route. *805 Decatur St. across from
Café Dumond. This example, along with a
total collapse of a wood balcony in the French Quarter, caused the VCC to
seek a historically accurate alternative to wood. Aeratis porch products can
now be seen proudly displayed throughout the French Quarter.
Maintain Appearance
Many historic districts have turned to the Aeratis Traditions product line for
historic property preservation as the Aeratis product is engineered to match T&G porch flooring from the
early 1800’s. The face width is exactly 3-1/8” wide, all boards are double sided and comes in 12’, 16’ and 20’
lengths. The Aeratis Traditions product was specifically engineered to be painted and the repainting cycles
average 7 - 10 years in high traffic areas. There is no limitation to the color the product can be painted or
stained. The boards can be routed like wood, installed just like wood but out performs the hardiest of IPE
boards at a fraction of the cost. Once the Aeratis Traditions boards have been
installed and painted, the property owner has a beautiful non-hydroscopic
porch that even the most discerning architect or historian can’t differentiate
from wood.
Use of T&G over Radius Edge Decking
Consider why early builders and craftsmen used tongue and groove (T&G)
products for all exterior living space. Radius edge decking was not widely
used until the late 1960’s and early 1970’s. This time period also coincides
with foundation moisture issues. As water runs off the roof and splashes on
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the exterior living space floor, or when wind driving rain lands on a
covered porch, if a deck board is used for the tread surface, the water
passes between the boards and finds it way under the exterior living
space. Once under the porch or deck, the water then aggregates next
to the foundation walls and wicks back under the house. This added
moisture causes additional fungal decay and mold issues in pier and
beam structures.
If a T&G product is used, the moisture is carried 10’ ,15’ or even 20 feet
away from the foundation and can be
deposited into a water collection drainage system. Early craftsmen builder
understood this situation and they utilize porch roofing as well as T&G
materials to help shed the water further away from the foundation of the
main structure.
Solution to an Ever-Changing World
In a world of quick cut timber practices that only provides low density
options historians and preservationist are left with a void, a void for
materials that will endure in a horizontal exterior application. Many have turned to the exotic timbers only
to find they are not sustainable and don’t always perform in regions outside of their harvest areas. Now
consider the increased popularity of porches nationwide (NAHB Eye on Housing). In some areas of the US,
93% homes built within a region have a front porch and up to 68% of homes built nationwide have back
porches. With this type of demand contrasted with low density wood products has created somewhat of
a train wreck waiting to happen. This situation created the initiative or the motivation for the creating of
Aeratis Porch Products.
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Aeratis’ focus is to bring historically accurate products, in both
appearance and profile to market. The focus is it work with local
historic preservation organizations and provide a historically accurate
option with far greater performance characteristics than any wood
species. Aeratis offers two T&G porch options, 3-1/8” and a 6” face width.
In addition to the T&G products, Aeratis also offers a 12-1/2” wide stair
tread.
Aeratis Offering
Under the Heritage and Legacy category of products, 3 color fast options are available, historically accurate
Battleship Gray, Weathered Wood and Vintage Slate. All are manufactured with DuraTech Capping
Technology. This is a color fast acrylic based cap over a solid extruded color matching core. Within the
Aeratis Traditions line of products Aeratis offers a paint-ready options that
comes in 12’, 16’, and 20’ lengths. When painted, with a recommended paint,
the repaint cycle is every 7-10 years in high traffic areas. This allows Architect
review boards and Historic Commissions to preserver the integrity of the
color pallet on historic properties. Aeratis offers a complimentary line of
ceiling, trim and operable shutter products as well. Visit Aeratis.com for a
complete list of products, installation instructions and applications.
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